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“Winter is over and spring will never end”.“Winter is over and spring will never end”.



The music video for musician Harun’s song “Dione”The music video for musician Harun’s song “Dione”
 collages very meditative and naturalistic imagery, centred around a toy bird. collages very meditative and naturalistic imagery, centred around a toy bird.

DIONEDIONE (with Moritz Simon) [2020] (with Moritz Simon) [2020]



Everything in the video is animated or generated in different ways, composed together to keep Everything in the video is animated or generated in different ways, composed together to keep 
the viewer questioning what is truly natural and what has been added digitally.the viewer questioning what is truly natural and what has been added digitally.



CLICK HERE TO WATCHCLICK HERE TO WATCH

https://youtu.be/YkVWI6F7feE


An immersive video installation disecting An immersive video installation disecting 
“the cloud” as a metaphor for the internet. “the cloud” as a metaphor for the internet. 
Freeing the metaphor from the clouds Freeing the metaphor from the clouds 
contrary physicality expanded its mystical contrary physicality expanded its mystical 
connotations by means of sound, video and connotations by means of sound, video and 
narration. The installation opens up new narration. The installation opens up new 
sub-metaphors that are all rooted in nature, sub-metaphors that are all rooted in nature, 
touching on different aspects of the internet touching on different aspects of the internet 
and its emotional relation to humans.and its emotional relation to humans.

With the projection screen installed on the With the projection screen installed on the 
ceiling and visitors and a mirror on the ceiling and visitors and a mirror on the 
ground below it, the switch in the narrative ground below it, the switch in the narrative 
setting, between sky and desert is support-setting, between sky and desert is support-
ed. In a desert in which no cloud has ever ed. In a desert in which no cloud has ever 
been seen, one day a single cloud arrives, been seen, one day a single cloud arrives, 
stops and hovers over the sand. The visitors stops and hovers over the sand. The visitors 
get immersed in the mirror chamber of this get immersed in the mirror chamber of this 
metaphoric world.metaphoric world.

A CLOUD SHAPED CLOUDA CLOUD SHAPED CLOUD [2020] [2020]





CLICK HERE TO WATCHCLICK HERE TO WATCH

https://vimeo.com/478419434


A1 poster for Tim Bartel’s intermediate exam showA1 poster for Tim Bartel’s intermediate exam show

TWINS! (with Tim Bartel) [2021]TWINS! (with Tim Bartel) [2021]



DER APPARAT [2019]DER APPARAT [2019]

Video essay reading three ancient stones, telling a fable of chaos Video essay reading three ancient stones, telling a fable of chaos 
and the continuous mapping of the world.and the continuous mapping of the world.



Walking metaphorically through the timeline of computing, hare and tortoise Walking metaphorically through the timeline of computing, hare and tortoise 
play out the inherent problem computers have with true chaos.play out the inherent problem computers have with true chaos.



CLICK HERE TO WATCHCLICK HERE TO WATCH

https://youtu.be/BfY1X7pQT1U


THE END NOW (THE END NOW (with Vanessa Bosch and Sascia Reibel) with Vanessa Bosch and Sascia Reibel) [2021][2021]

The 11 minute visualiser for the album release mix of musician TCV, The 11 minute visualiser for the album release mix of musician TCV, 
touches on bodily metamorphesis, the cycle of birth, decay and rebirth.touches on bodily metamorphesis, the cycle of birth, decay and rebirth.



THE END NOW (THE END NOW (with Vanessa Bosch and Sascia Reibel)with Vanessa Bosch and Sascia Reibel) [2021] [2021]

Losely following the character Caliban from William Shakespears “The Tempest” it is accompanied Losely following the character Caliban from William Shakespears “The Tempest” it is accompanied 
by a collaged text underscoring every visual seen in the video.by a collaged text underscoring every visual seen in the video.



THE END NOW (THE END NOW (with Vanessa Bosch and Sascia Reibel)with Vanessa Bosch and Sascia Reibel) [2021] [2021]

CLICK HERE TO WATCHCLICK HERE TO WATCH

https://youtu.be/MQVTIayT4TM


Exhibition of my video works in a Karlsruhe gallery space during the corona pandemic. The only Exhibition of my video works in a Karlsruhe gallery space during the corona pandemic. The only 
object in the space was a billboard. It was constructed, slightly rotated, spanning from the floor to object in the space was a billboard. It was constructed, slightly rotated, spanning from the floor to 
the ceiling, almost touching it.. The four exhibited video works projected onto it were out of reach, the ceiling, almost touching it.. The four exhibited video works projected onto it were out of reach, 

the visitors unable to enter the space could only watch through the window.the visitors unable to enter the space could only watch through the window.

WALKING UP, LOOKING DOWN. WALKING DOWN, LOOKING UP. SOMEWHERE AT A BILLBOARDWALKING UP, LOOKING DOWN. WALKING DOWN, LOOKING UP. SOMEWHERE AT A BILLBOARD [2021][2021]



By day as the sun light poured in through the window, the exhibition was reduced to the object of By day as the sun light poured in through the window, the exhibition was reduced to the object of 
the billboard, while by night the billboard vanished in the light of the projection.the billboard, while by night the billboard vanished in the light of the projection.

WALKING UP, LOOKING DOWN. WALKING DOWN, LOOKING UP. SOMEWHERE AT A BILLBOARDWALKING UP, LOOKING DOWN. WALKING DOWN, LOOKING UP. SOMEWHERE AT A BILLBOARD [2021][2021]



Series of 4 mousepads interweaving motives from seemingly contradictory worlds: nine-to-five work-Series of 4 mousepads interweaving motives from seemingly contradictory worlds: nine-to-five work-
place settings, computer game images and high-resolution pictures from US drone pilots recording place settings, computer game images and high-resolution pictures from US drone pilots recording 

their everyday work.their everyday work.

DRONE THEORY [2018]DRONE THEORY [2018]



As part of HfGK’s student-run publishing house, we collect books designed As part of HfGK’s student-run publishing house, we collect books designed 
and produced by students and take them to book fairs all over Europe.and produced by students and take them to book fairs all over Europe.

The Bookboi* grant supports selected projects to be produced industrially and in higher print runs.The Bookboi* grant supports selected projects to be produced industrially and in higher print runs.

BOOKBOI* (BOOKBOI* (with Bruno Jacoby andwith Bruno Jacoby and
Johanna Schäfer)Johanna Schäfer) [2020 - NOW] [2020 - NOW]



Flyers and price-lists take on different forms, experimenting for every fair that we visit. Flyers and price-lists take on different forms, experimenting for every fair that we visit. 
Their biggest purpose is to be a free gift to be taken by as many visitors as possible.Their biggest purpose is to be a free gift to be taken by as many visitors as possible.

BOOKBOI* (BOOKBOI* (with Bruno Jacoby andwith Bruno Jacoby and
Johanna Schäfer)Johanna Schäfer) [2020 - NOW] [2020 - NOW]



LASCAUX EXPERIENCELASCAUX EXPERIENCE (with Sven Krahl) (with Sven Krahl) [2019] [2019]

Workshop for first-year students at HfGK, translating mundane Instagram imagery into  Workshop for first-year students at HfGK, translating mundane Instagram imagery into  
3D pictograms. Accompanied by a reader collecting drawings and texts on the Lascaux 3D pictograms. Accompanied by a reader collecting drawings and texts on the Lascaux 

cave-paintings and their digitalisation, transforming it into the “Lascaux experience”.cave-paintings and their digitalisation, transforming it into the “Lascaux experience”.



Over one day, students designed pictograms for distant-future readers. Over one day, students designed pictograms for distant-future readers. 
Spray-painted onto foil and scanned with accessible 3-D software, Spray-painted onto foil and scanned with accessible 3-D software, 

these models raise questions of natural and digital half-lifes and durability.these models raise questions of natural and digital half-lifes and durability.

LASCAUX EXPERIENCELASCAUX EXPERIENCE (with Sven Krahl) (with Sven Krahl) [2019] [2019]



Connecting star constellations with the recently launched low flying “star link” satellites, Connecting star constellations with the recently launched low flying “star link” satellites, 
this workshop asked students to connect stars and satellites. this workshop asked students to connect stars and satellites. 

STARLINK WORKING GROUPSTARLINK WORKING GROUP (with Sven Krahl) [2021] (with Sven Krahl) [2021]



Accompanied by texts from Hans Blumenberg’s book “Die Vollzähligkeit der Sterne” the students Accompanied by texts from Hans Blumenberg’s book “Die Vollzähligkeit der Sterne” the students 
made new contemporary star constellations and wrote short astrological myths.made new contemporary star constellations and wrote short astrological myths.

STARLINK WORKING GROUPSTARLINK WORKING GROUP (with Sven Krahl) [2021] (with Sven Krahl) [2021]



KOHLSWAT (KOHLSWAT (with Bruno Jacoby)with Bruno Jacoby) [2021 - NOW] [2021 - NOW]

Poster series for online talks at HfGK during the pandemic. Based on an orange grid, lifted from the Poster series for online talks at HfGK during the pandemic. Based on an orange grid, lifted from the 
website the talks were held on, the black Riso overprints are intuitive responses to each guest’s website the talks were held on, the black Riso overprints are intuitive responses to each guest’s 

work, highlighting interesting aspects by appropriating cartoons or formulating typographic responses.work, highlighting interesting aspects by appropriating cartoons or formulating typographic responses.



The first season experiments freely around the offset printed grid, breaks and ignores it.The first season experiments freely around the offset printed grid, breaks and ignores it.



The second season features a silk-screen overprint leaving only traces of the original orange grid.The second season features a silk-screen overprint leaving only traces of the original orange grid.



kohlswat.studio kohlswat.studio

Malwine 
Stauss 
will give 
a talk 
on the 

25th of May, 
at 6:30 PM.

Auf alle Bilder hat sie Schnecken gemalt.
[She drew snails over every picture.]
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Malwine 
Stauss 
will give 
a talk 
on the 

25th of May, 
at 6:30 PM.

Auf alle Bilder hat sie Schnecken gemalt.
[She drew snails over every picture.]

Returning to live talks and abandoning the platform made for online lectures, the posters for the Returning to live talks and abandoning the platform made for online lectures, the posters for the 
2022 season were overprinted for every event. Over the duration of the season the black RISO fills 2022 season were overprinted for every event. Over the duration of the season the black RISO fills 

up the white space, while the different rasterized layers remain visible.up the white space, while the different rasterized layers remain visible.



Lecture performance exploring contradictory cultural codes of authenticity. Lecture performance exploring contradictory cultural codes of authenticity. 
Based on the image of the chimera, the text explores moments in Based on the image of the chimera, the text explores moments in 

contemporary pop culture that subvert conception of authentic / inauthentic behaviour.contemporary pop culture that subvert conception of authentic / inauthentic behaviour.

[1] [1] 

[2][2]
[3][3]

[4][4]

[5][5]

[6][6]

[7][7]

HA HA LOOK! HA HA LOOK! [2021][2021]

We woke up at the beach where we had been We woke up at the beach where we had been 
hunting for the unseen and the original.hunting for the unseen and the original.

Franticly, for with each hunt the days had become shorter.Franticly, for with each hunt the days had become shorter.
Suddenly, over the waters the clouds parted Suddenly, over the waters the clouds parted 

and a multiheaded monster appeared in the sky. and a multiheaded monster appeared in the sky. 
Behold, the Chimera, every head a visible trace Behold, the Chimera, every head a visible trace 

of acts of copy and theft.of acts of copy and theft.
Transgressions marking its body, Transgressions marking its body, 

demanding the impossibility of redemption.demanding the impossibility of redemption.
Its uncountable mouths called out: “Thou that has ears Its uncountable mouths called out: “Thou that has ears 

to hear and eyes to see, Gaze upon me to hear and eyes to see, Gaze upon me 
and understand!, for I am not linear and understand!, for I am not linear 

nor do I ever loop or repeat an identical form.”nor do I ever loop or repeat an identical form.”
An aura of restlessness emanated from the creature.An aura of restlessness emanated from the creature.
I looked upon it, turned to you standing beside me I looked upon it, turned to you standing beside me 

and said: “I have stolen this image. and said: “I have stolen this image. 
You cannot call me out for I have called out myself.You cannot call me out for I have called out myself.

It has lost all meaning. Solely a suggestion of an emotional It has lost all meaning. Solely a suggestion of an emotional 
mode that may have been.”mode that may have been.”



The catalogue “MINDBOMBS–Visual Cultures of Political Violence” The catalogue “MINDBOMBS–Visual Cultures of Political Violence” 
for the exhibition of the same name at the Kunsthalle Mannheim.for the exhibition of the same name at the Kunsthalle Mannheim.

MINDBOMBS (with Bruno Jacoby) [2021]MINDBOMBS (with Bruno Jacoby) [2021]



Every text block is treated as a brick in a wall that is pulled to the baseline by gravity, Every text block is treated as a brick in a wall that is pulled to the baseline by gravity, 
held up by the footnotes or illustrations. held up by the footnotes or illustrations. 

MINDBOMBS (with Bruno Jacoby) [2021]MINDBOMBS (with Bruno Jacoby) [2021]



German translations of all texts and tiny thumbnails German translations of all texts and tiny thumbnails 
of the referenced art pieces are in the back of the book.of the referenced art pieces are in the back of the book.

MINDBOMBS (with Bruno Jacoby) [2021]MINDBOMBS (with Bruno Jacoby) [2021]



Made for the MINDBOMBS catalogue the custom typeface “G2 Terror” Made for the MINDBOMBS catalogue the custom typeface “G2 Terror” 
is a mono-line typeface that is easily stretchable or made bolder by adding an outline. is a mono-line typeface that is easily stretchable or made bolder by adding an outline. 

Like the rest of the catalogue’s design, it is constructed with a sense of fragility.Like the rest of the catalogue’s design, it is constructed with a sense of fragility.

G2 TERROR TYPEFACE (G2 TERROR TYPEFACE (with Bruno Jacoby)with Bruno Jacoby) [2021] [2021]



Three A2 posters, poetically telling the story of period, colon and ellipsis.Three A2 posters, poetically telling the story of period, colon and ellipsis.

. : ... [2021]. : ... [2021]



Using typefaces of other graphic designers is common practice. But then you still have to write your Using typefaces of other graphic designers is common practice. But then you still have to write your 
own words to use these letters! Solving this problem, Bruno Jacoby and I are running a poem writing own words to use these letters! Solving this problem, Bruno Jacoby and I are running a poem writing 

service where other designers can order texts from us that can be used in their designs.service where other designers can order texts from us that can be used in their designs.

CHARLIE ANTCHARLIE ANT (with Bruno Jacoby) (with Bruno Jacoby) [2020 - NOW] [2020 - NOW]



In an attempt to make art for wild animals as recipients, this small wooden billboard was constructed In an attempt to make art for wild animals as recipients, this small wooden billboard was constructed 
completely without the use of screws and printed with bio-degradable silkscreen paint. Set up in the completely without the use of screws and printed with bio-degradable silkscreen paint. Set up in the 
forest in Arnhem, the Netherlands, it was left there as a teaser for something bigger happening soon.forest in Arnhem, the Netherlands, it was left there as a teaser for something bigger happening soon.

YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE… YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE… (with Bruno Jacoby) (with Bruno Jacoby) [2022][2022]



A Place in the Woods is an exhibition and event platform in Hardtwald, Karlsruhe, A Place in the Woods is an exhibition and event platform in Hardtwald, Karlsruhe, 
a temporary sculpture in public space and a three-month artist programme. a temporary sculpture in public space and a three-month artist programme. 

A PLACE IN THE WOODS A PLACE IN THE WOODS (with Bruno Jacoby, Johanna Schäfer, (with Bruno Jacoby, Johanna Schäfer, 
Florian Knöbl, Isabel Motz) Florian Knöbl, Isabel Motz) [SOON IN 2022][SOON IN 2022]



On an analog billboard and a digital website, two parallel spaces, APitW pursues the artistic examina-On an analog billboard and a digital website, two parallel spaces, APitW pursues the artistic examina-
tion of two questions: The position of the human being as the primary recipient of cultural production tion of two questions: The position of the human being as the primary recipient of cultural production 

and the defining parameters of “place” as opposed to “landscape” or “environment”.and the defining parameters of “place” as opposed to “landscape” or “environment”.

A PLACE IN THE WOODS A PLACE IN THE WOODS (with Bruno Jacoby, Johanna Schäfer, (with Bruno Jacoby, Johanna Schäfer, 
Florian Knöbl, Isabel Motz) Florian Knöbl, Isabel Motz) [SOON IN 2022][SOON IN 2022]



CVCV

Jonathan Blaschke (he/him)Jonathan Blaschke (he/him)
*1998*1998
studies Graphic Design at Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe (DE)studies Graphic Design at Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe (DE)
fluent in German and Englishfluent in German and English

Contact:Contact:
info@jonathanblaschke.euinfo@jonathanblaschke.eu
(+49)  159  08120474(+49)  159  08120474
www.jonathanblaschke.euwww.jonathanblaschke.eu

since 2017: Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe (DE)since 2017: Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe (DE)
prediploma: September 2020prediploma: September 2020
exchange: September 2021 – February 2022: Graphic Design Arnhem, ArtEZ (NL)exchange: September 2021 – February 2022: Graphic Design Arnhem, ArtEZ (NL)

Exhibitions:Exhibitions:
2020: solo exhibition at Laube Karlsruhe (DE)2020: solo exhibition at Laube Karlsruhe (DE)
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